
Richmond Free Library Trustees
Minutes – September 12, 2022 6:30-8 p.m.

Present: Jana Brown, Laurie Dana, Rebecca Meuller, Amy Wardwell

Vote -- Minutes
Approve minutes from the August meeting. Motion by Laurie, seconded by Jana. Unanimous approval.

Vote – Warrants
Motion to approve warrants by Laurie for FY’22 #7547 for $596.83, FY’ 23 #7549 in the amount of
$1966.66 and #7583 with accompanying invoices with a total of $5442.63 These included
money for the integrated Library software from Green Mtn. Consortium and ARPA expenditures
(which will be reimbursed by the Town). Motion seconded and passed with unanimous
approval.

Jana asked if the Library was putting out notices of “books coming soon” for the public?
Rebecca said no but you can look for books in the catalog by searching the drop down category
“timeframe” to see what is recent. You can also search by publication date for more recent
titles.

Treasurer’s Report (Rebecca)
We are at about 20% of the FY spending which is where we should be.. We are over a bit on the
computer line item so far- because we had to pay toward the new software license. Neither
Maintenance nor salaries have exceeded 20% however.

Library Director’s Report (Rebecca)
-Local author Amy Klinger will be at the library on Wednesday 9/14. Her book is delightful and
RFL is excited to host her.

-Rebecca is gradually replacing the mercury based fluorescent tube lights in the Library with
LED based tubes. At the end of next year, it will not be possible to purchase mercury based
tubes, so as they burn out she is replacing them with compatible tubes. This is the cheapest
method (T8 Type A LED tubes), but there are two other options - Type B and Type C tube
lighting. The Type B lights are direct wired and do not require the ballast, the Type C have the
option for remote control and motion detection lighting. Both Type B and Type C are more
efficient than the Type A, but upfront costs are significant. My preference is to have Type C
lighting with motion detection, but I'll need to get advice from an electrician. I've asked Craig
"Woody" Wood of Fargo Electric to stop by. Woody has completed a lot of work for the Library
and Town with good results.’

● Laurie wondered if this could be covered by ARPAmoney or if this is part of our
sustainability initiatives?

● It may be about $5000-$7000 to change the wiring to support the best types of lighting
upgrades long term (motion detection, remote control, sectional lighting etc.)

-A Laughter Yoga session will happen this Saturday 9/17. We are using the copier fund to give
the teacher an honorarium to lead the class.

-Rebecca asked that the Trustees consider the library rental fee structure saying, “currently, we
have two tiers of Library rental fees. $50/hr for private parties or business functions, $25 for
private non-profit meetings and free when an event carries no charge and is open to the public.



Jennifer has suggested a 3rd tier: $25/hr for events that are open to the public but have a cost
of admission or registration. That 3rd tier would be applied to people like yoga teachers, or the
group that teaches English Country Dance. We don't want to underwrite these groups, on the
other hand, their activities may be of interest to those in the community. The yoga teachers
would like to recruit potential clients, the Country Dance teachers don't get paid, but they do pay
musicians who play live.”

● Laurie thinks that this does make sense and aligns with our strategic plan. We do need
to define the difference however in who pays what clearly.

● Rebecca doesn’t have a strong opinion either way, but Wendy feels that having anyone
who uses the library after hours encourages more respect for the space.

● Jana and Laurie weren’t sure they agreed.
● Jana thinks it would be hard to draw distinctions between time of day the patrons are

using.
● Rebecca says since we do collect a security deposit that should encourage respect for

space regardless.

-There is beautiful calligraphy in the display space currently by Chris Carfaro. He is leading
some handwriting clinics in December (in preparation for the holiday season).

Debrief Farmers Market Table Event Friday, Sept. 9- Laurie
We had many people stop to visit the table! We met several new residents to town who asked
about getting library cards. We gave book recommendations and took suggestions for things we
should add to the collection. There was a LOT of interest in Hora De Cuento (Spanish Storytime),
people thought it was a great idea. We told many people about Hoopla- and there was lots of
excitement about that new digital platform.

Elevator Status & Issues- Rebecca and Laurie
Rebecca contacted a different company Alpha Elevator in Montpelier to see if they can help us
more effectively than Otis.

● Laurie thinks it would be good to have a second opinion regardless as we don’t have
much confidence in Otis’ work.

● Rebecca isn’t sure the maintenance folks from Otis are actually coming when they say
they are as no one has asked for a key to the maintenance room in over a year. The last
two years we have failed inspection because we haven’t been able to document the
Category 1 maintenance work. Otis has also failed to provide a work summary of what
they will do to fix our elevator issues.

● The Town Center committee did agree that elevator service should be paid by the Town.
● Rebecca asked if she even has the authority to cancel a contract with Otis should we

decide to? If not who would do that- Josh? The Selectboard? Because we have no
Town facilities manager it’s unclear. This will be an issue that the TC& L committee
brings up again as the TC renovation/rebuild plans move forward.

Book Sale Canceled for September 23-24th
Postponed indefinitely due to the elevator issues. Perhaps the ventilation work will be done by
the time we reschedule sale and then we can just use the mezzanine instead of the RCC
fellowship hall.



Initial 2024 Budget Ideas
Laurie said that the Trustees should do some thinking as the budget requests will be coming up
in October.

● Rebecca says that RFL needs more money in the computer, postage and salary lines.
● Laurie thinks this would be the time to propose that room rental fees go back into the

Town Center Fund instead of the General Fund. This needs to be proposed to the
Selectboard soon. Laurie can help Rebecca draft this.

● We can discuss other Trustee ideas for budget items at a future meeting
● Rebecca felt that depending on when these Town budget meetings begin the Trustees

may need to have a special meeting before our next scheduled meeting to address the
budget.

Town Center Committee Report (Laurie & Amy)
Nothing new to report here

Strategic Planning – regroup and next steps
Rebecca would like to take the pulse of the community. How can we randomly sample the
community to get ideas and information about their vision/ needs for the RFL?

● Laurie said perhaps we could poll people in book clubs and play groups, or have forms
at circulation desk, hold a coffee and cookies event etc.

● Rebecca is wondering though how to get ideas from people who DON’T visit the library
as well.

● Laurie thought we could draft a survey together to send out and will try putting together
some questions.

Circulation Desk Project
Laurie has a list of local Design Build firms that we could reach out to.

● This project is a priority- Rebecca thinks it will make a huge difference in patron
experience at the library as well as for staff.

In terms of the large exterior projects Jay Labarre is reaching back out this month to see if the
top 6 firms would consider bidding on the work for next year. Laurie may have more information
on this at our next meeting.

Next meeting – October 10, 2022


